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Abstract—The wide adoption of mobile devices has created
unprecedented opportunities to collect mobility traces and make
them available for the research community to conduct interdisci-
plinary research. However, mobility traces available in the public
domain are usually restricted to traces resulting from a single
sensor (e.g., either GPS, GSM or WiFi). In this paper, we present
the PRIVA’MOV dataset, a novel dataset collected in the city of
Lyon, France on which user mobility has been collected using
multiple sensors. More precisely, this dataset contains mobility
traces of about 100 persons including university students, staff
and their family members over 15 months collected through
the GPS, WiFi, GSM, and accelerometer sensors. We provide
in this paper both a quantitative and a preliminary qualitative
analysis of this dataset. Specifically, we report the number of
visited points of interests, GSM antennas and WiFi hotspots and
their distribution across the various users. We finally analyse the
uniqueness of human mobility by considering the various sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The large adoption of mobile devices combined to their
embedded localisation capabilities opens novel opportunities
to provide mobility traces to the research community at large.
Classical usages of mobility datasets include the analysis of
user mobility patterns and their regularity [1], discovering hot
places in a city [2] or studying privacy threats due to the
disclosure of mobility data [3].

However most of the available datasets (e.g., the Cabspot-
ting [4], the Geolife [5], or the T-Drive [6] datasets to named
a few) contain data collections coming from only one sensor
(i.e., the GPS, GSM or WiFi sensor). While single sensor
mobility traces have been widely used in the literature to
answer classical research questions, the availability of mobility
data coming from multiples sensors opens the door for richer
studies. This include comparative studies (where the data
provided by a single sensor is compared to the data provided
by another sensor) and compositional studies (where the data
provided by a given sensor complements the data provided by
another sensor). For instance, one may perform a comparative
study of personal data leakage due to the sharing of the data
provided by a given type of sensor versus the one due to the
sharing of another type of sensor. On the other hand, one may
combine the data provided by multiple sensors to increase the
precision of user mobility data or to compensate for the lack of
data from one sensor. For instance, one may use the WiFi and
GSM mobility data to remove erroneous localisations provided
by the GPS sensor.

We present in this paper the PRIVA’MOV dataset that con-
tains the mobility traces of 100 users around the city of Lyon
collected using various sensors, namely the GPS, WiFi, GSM,
and accelerometer sensors. This dataset has been collected
from October 2014 to January 2016 by equipping volunteer
students from three universities, staff members and sometimes
their relatives with smartphones on which a crowdsensing
application was periodically collecting records from the above
mentioned sensors.

In the remaining of this paper we present the data collection
process (Section II), a quantitative analysis of the resulting
dataset (Section III) as well as a preliminary qualitative analy-
sis of its records (Section IV). More precisely, we analyse the
relation between meaningful locations of the city and users
and the uniqueness of mobility traces of users considering the
various sensors. We finally draw our conclusions and future
research directions (Section V).

II. THE PRIVA’MOV CROWDSENSING CAMPAIGN

The PRIVA’MOV dataset has been collected during a crowd-
sensing campaign that took place in the city of Lyon from
October 2014 to January 2016 in the context of PRIVA’MOV
project funded by the LABEX IMU1 funding agency. In the
context of this project 100 smartphones (52 Wiko Rainbow
and 48 Wiko Cink 5) have been equipped with a crowdsensing
application and distributed to students, staff members and their
relatives from three universities: INSA Lyon, ENS Lyon and
Université Claude Bernard, Lyon 1. Volunteers were asked to
use the PRIVA’MOV phone as their primary phone and to carry
it during their daily activities. The crowdsensing application
was a modified version of the application developed in the Funf
project 2. A complementary fleet management web application
and a trace visualisation tool depicted in Figure 1a and
Figure 1b, respectively, have also been developed.

The crowdsensing application has been configured to col-
lect the data every time the system used them (e.g., change of
location, new WiFi scan). In order to save battery, the collected
data were uploaded to the server only when the smartphone
was connected to a WiFi network. The resulting dataset is
described in the following section.

1LABEX IMU: http://imu.universite-lyon.fr
2Funf: http://funf.org

http://imu.universite-lyon.fr
http://funf.org


(a) Fleet management portal (b) Visualisation tool

Fig. 1. PRIVA’MOV Fleet management portal (Figure 1a) ; PRIVA’MOV trace visualisation tool (Figure 1b).

III. PRIVA’MOV QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

We describe in this section a quantitative analysis of the
PRIVA’MOV dataset. Table I shows the number of records
collected by the various sensors in the overall dataset.

Sensor Number of Records
WiFi 25,655,480
Cellular 8,076,512
GPS 156,041,576
Accelerometer 90,066,831
Battery 7,008,504

TABLE I. THE PRIVA’MOV DATASET CONTAINS MOBILITY DATA
COLLECTIONS CAPTURED THROUGH DIFFERENT SENSORS.

From these data collections, it is then possible to extract
mobility traces. We call a mobility trace a list of spatio-
temporal points belonging to a given user. This can be done
in the WiFi and GSM data collections by associating a GPS
location to each WiFi and GSM antenna by relying on public
datasets such as WiGLE 3 or Google 4.

In the PRIVA’MOV dataset we did not perform the mapping
of WiFi and GSM antennas to GPS locations. Instead, we use
the unique identifier of the cellular antenna to which the user
is connected (respectively the MAC address of the WiFi access
point to which the user is attached, or discovered through a
periodic WiFi scan) as a spatial indicator of the user location.

In addition, mobility traces built from the GPS data col-
lections could be enriched with user Points of Interest (POIs).
A POI is a meaningful location where the user has marked a
significant stop. To compute POIs, we used a methodology
similar to [7]. The idea behind this method is to identify
restricted areas where users stay more than a specific duration.
More precisely, POIs can be extracted using a simple spatio-
temporal clustering algorithm parametrised with a maximum
POI diameter d and a minimum stay time t. This POIs
extraction is done in two clustering steps, the first one identifies
POIs for each user and the second one assigns identifiers to
unique POIs, thus allowing to identify POIs shared by several
users. For instance, Figure 2 illustrates the POIs of users in
the Lyon sub-area for a diameter of 250 meters (d = 250) and
a stay time of 30 minutes (t = 30).

3WiGLE: Wireless Network Mapping, http://wigle.net
4Google Maps Geolocation API: https://developers.google.com/maps

Fig. 2. Location of Points Of Interests (POIs) across the Lyon area.

In the PRIVA’MOV dataset, we extracted from the GPS data
collections the set of all POIs and assigned an identifier to
each unique POI inside the whole dataset. Then, similarly to
the GSM and WiFi datasets we used unique POI identifiers as
a spatial component.

Let us consider the extracted mobility traces as explained
above (i.e., using cellular antenna IDs, WiFi mac addresses,
and POI IDs from the data collections). To analyse the resulting
mobility traces, Figure 3 shows the Complementary Cumu-
lative Distribution Function (CCDF, defined as P (X > x)).
Figures 3a shows the number of unique GSM antennas, WiFi
access points and POIs per user. Figures 3b depicts the number
of unique users identified per GSM antenna, WiFi access point
and POI. These tail distributions show that most of GSM
antennas, WiFi access points and POIs have been visited only
by one user. For instance, 75% of the WiFi access points have
been seen by only one user. Conversely, mobility traces of
most of the users are composed of several GSM antennas, WiFi
access points and POIs. Finally, these figures show that users
have discovered more WiFi access points than GSM antennas,
and the number of POIs is lower than the two others.
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Fig. 3. The tail distributions of the number of different GSM antennas, WiFi
access points, and POI per user (Figure 3a) ; and the number of unique users
per GSM antenna, WiFi access point, and POI (Figure 3b).
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IV. PRIVA’MOV QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we report two qualitative experiments
conducted on the PRIVA’MOV dataset. Specifically, we first
analyse the spatial relationship between POIs inferred from
the activity of users. Then we study the uniqueness of user
mobility traces over the three data types.

A. POI relationship inference

In this experiment, we analysed the relationship between
POIs appearing in the dataset. Specifically, we consider that
two POIs are related if there exist at least one user that visited
the two POIs. Figure 4 shows the resulting graph obtained
by extracting the relationship between all the POIs of the
PRIVA’MOV dataset. From this figure, we observe that while
some POIs have been widely visited by many users (at the
bottom left), some places have been only visited by sub groups
of users (clusters of point at the top right).

Fig. 4. Relationship between points of interest inferred from the mobility
of users (two points of interest are connected if at least one user has visited
these places).

B. Uniqueness of human mobility

To quantify the uniqueness of mobility traces, we use the
methodology proposed by De Montjoye and all in [8]. More
precisely, for each mobility trace T , we evaluate the uniqueness
of a given sub-trace Ip of p randomly chosen spatio-temporal
points. A sub-trace Ip is said to be unique if only one user
has Ip ∈ T . To measure this uniqueness, we performed a brute
force search of users who have the p points composing Ip in
their mobility trace T . The size of this set of users sharing
the same Ip, noted k, characterizes the uniqueness of the sub-
trace Ip. If k = 1, the sub-trace is unique. The uniqueness
of traces is estimated as the percentage of 2500 random sub-
traces that are unique given the p points composing them. We
use the same methodology to evaluate the uniqueness of spatial
or temporal only mobility traces. In this case, the sub-trace Ip
contains spatial or temporal points, respectively.

We report the uniqueness of mobility traces built from the
GPS and the WiFi traces. Figure 5 depicts the probability to
be unique according to the number of points in the considered
sub-trace. The evaluation reports results for spatial, temporal,
and spatio-temporal traces. As shown in these figures, the
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Fig. 5. Four spatio-temporal points are enough to uniquely identify 97% of
the individuals.

results for spatio-temporal mobility traces from GSM and WiFi
show a strong uniqueness. More precisely, four spatio-temporal
points are enough to identify on average 97% of the users. This
high uniqueness is the result of combining the temporal and the
spatial mobility information of users, which are discriminative
enough to uniquely identify them. Although this analysis uses
a smaller set of data, this result comforts and generalizes the
previous study performed in [8] on call logs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To address the lack of multi-sensor mobility datasets, the
project PRIVA’MOV developed and deployed a crowdsensing
platform to collect mobility traces from a sample of real
users equipped with mobile phones. We presented the resulting
dataset and reported quantitative and qualitative experiments
over this dataset, which show the potential of using the
latter for answering novel research questions. The PRIVA’MOV
datasets is available for research community upon request and
under a set of usage conditions. Our future work targets the
data collection of multi-sensor information over a larger pop-
ulation of users with a real time data analysis and a validation
tool to ask the users to validate or not the inferred information
(i.e., leaked personal information, mobility behavior).
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